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[57] ABSTRACT 

A food frying apparatus comprises a heating chamber 
(1), a heater (H), a magnetron, a food table (7), a lifting 
apparatus (8) and a control apparatus. A cooking oil is 
contained in a lower portion of the heating chamber (1). 
The cooking oil is heated to higher temperature by the 
heater (H). After placing food on the table (7), the table 
(7) is lowered by the lifting apparatus (8) so that the 
food is dipped into the cooling oil, and frying of the 
food is started. If and when the table (7) is lowered, 
irradiation of a microwave from the magnetron is 
started and the food is internally heated. The control 
apparatus controls the temperature of said cooking oil, 
a time period for dipping the food into the cooking oil 
and a time period for supplying the microwave. There 
fore, in accordance with the present invention, the food 
can be dipped into the cooking oil with high tempera 
ture automatically and for an arbitrary time period and 
in addition, irradiation of the microwave can be made 
for an arbitrary time period. 

9 Claims, 21 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

FOOD FRYING APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a food frying appara 

tus and more particularly, relates to a frying apparatus 
for frying food by irradiating a microwave into a cook 
ing oil with the food being dipped into the cooking oil 
with high temperature. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
In a food frying apparatus recently proposed, in order 

to reduce a time period for frying food, heating by a 
microwave as well as heating by a cooking oil has been 
adopted. More particularly, since generally dielectric 
loss of the food is considerably larger as compared with 
dielectric loss of the cooking oil, the microwave is al 
most absorbed into the food if the microwave is irradi 
ated to the place where the food and the cooking oil 
exist. Accordingly, in a frying apparatus in which mi 
crowave heating is incorporated, the food is heated not 
only externally by the cooking oil but also internally by 
the microwave and hence the time period for frying the 
food is considerably reduced. 
On the other hand, in such a frying apparatus, a com 

pleted condition of a fried food largely depends on a 
time period for dipping food into the cooking oil of high 
temperature and a time period for irradiating the micro 
wave. In addition, in the light of the fact that the micro 
wave is used, dipping of the food into the cooking oil 
and irradiation of the microwave must be made within 
a tightly closed heating chamber from which the micro 
wave does not leak. 

Accordingly, a food frying apparatus has been de 
sired where clipping of the food into the cooking oil 
with high temperature within the tightly closed heating 
chamber can be made automatically for an arbitrary 
time period and also irradiation of the microwave can 
be made for an arbitrary time period. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In summary, the present invention is directed to a 
frying apparatus for frying food, comprising a heating 
chamber without leakage of a microwave and for hous 
ing the food, a cooking oil used for frying the food 
being provided at a lower portion of the heating cham 
ber; heater means for heating the cooking oil; micro 
wave supplying means for supplying the microwave 
into the heating chamber; a food table for food on 
which the food is placed; lifting means for lifting or 
lowering the table; and controlling means for control 
ling operations of the heater means, the microwave 
supplying means and the lifting means. 
The cooking oil within the heating chamber is heated 

to high temperature by the heater. After placing the 
food on the table, the table is lowered by the lifting 
means so that the food is dipped into the cooking oil, 
and the frying is started. On the other hand, in response 
to lowering the table, irradiation of the microwave is 
started, so that the food is internally heated. The con 
trolling means controls the temperature of the cooking 
oil, a time period for dipping the food into the cooking 
oil and a time period for irradiating of the microwave. 
A principal object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a food frying apparatus capable of automatically 
dipping food into a cooking oil with high temperature 
within a tightly closed heating chamber for an arbitrary 
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2 
time period and also capable of automatically irradiat 
ing a microwave for an arbitrary time period. 
A principal advantage in accordance with the present 

invention is to be capable of automatically dipping food 
into a cooking oil with high temperature within a 
tightly closed heating chamber for an arbitrary time 
period and capable of automatically irradiating a micro 
wave for an arbitrary time period. 
Another advantage in accordance with the present 

invention is that a completed condition of a fried food is 
good since the time period for dipping the food into the 
cooking oil with high temperature and the time period 
for irradiating the microwave to the food are automati 
cally controlled to a predetermined time period. 
A further advantage in accordance with the present 

invention is that a safe frying apparatus can be obtained 
since clipping of the food into a cooking oil with high 
temperature can be automatically controlled. 
These objects and other objects, features, aspects and 

advantages of the present invention will become more 
apparent from the following detailed description of the 
present invention when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1A and 1B are schematic diagram showing an 
internal structure of a ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention, wherein FIG. 1A is a sectional front eleva 
tion and FIG. 1B is a sectional side elevation; 
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a front struc 

ture of a ?rst embodiment; 
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing an electrical 

circuit of a first embodiment; 
FIG. 4 is a time chart showing an operation of a 

circuit in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a circuit showing an electrical circuit of a 

second embodiment; 
FIG. 6 is a time chart showing an operation of the 

circuit in FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a sectional front elevation showing an inter 

nal structure of a third embodiment of the present in 
vention; 
FIG. 8 is a sectional side elevation showing an inter 

nal structure of the third embodiment of the present 
invention; 
FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram showing an electrical 

circuit of the third embodiment of the present inven 
tion; _ 
FIG. 10 is a front elevation showing details of an 

operating portion shown in FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11-(1), 11-(2), 11-(3) and 11-(4) are ?ow charts 

of a program in a microcomputer shown in FIG. 9; 
FIG. 12 is a graph showing variations of temperature 

in the vicinity of an oil surface in the heated oil, the 
temperature being measured with respect to the various 
oil temperature; 
FIGS. 13A and 13B are schematic diagram showing 

an internal structure of a fourth embodiment of the 
present invention, wherein FIG. 13A is a sectional side 
elevation when an amount of a cooking oil is proper and 
FIG. 13B is a sectional side elevation when an amount 
of a cooking oil is less than a proper amount; 
FIG. 14 is a block diagram showing an electrical 

circuit of the fourth embodiment of the present inven 
tion; and 
FIG. 15 is a How chart of a program for sensing an 

amount of oil, the program being stored in a read only 
memory in the controlling portion shown in FIG. 14. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The ?rst embodiment of the present invention will be 
described referring to the drawings. 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing an internal 

structure of a ?rst embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 1A is a sectional front elevation and FIG. 1B is a 
sectional side elevation. A heating chamber 1 has a food 
entrance portion 9 tightly closed by a door 2 in such a 
manner that a microwave cannot leak from the chamber 
1. A microwave is supplied into the heating chamber 1 
through a feeding port 3 provided in an upper portion 
of the chamber 1 by a magnetron M. The heating cham 
ber 1 is structured such that the microwave does not 
leak therefrom. An oil tank 4 for storing a cooking or 
edible oil 5 is provided in the lower portion of the heat 
ing chamber 1 and a heater H in a zigzag fashion is 
provided in the vicinity of the bottom of the oil tank 4. 
A metal-made basket table 7 is provided within the 
heating chamber 1, on which the food is placed. The 
table 7 is disposed such that it can be lifted or lowered 
by a lifting apparatus 8 with respect to an oil surface in 
the oil tank 4, so that the food placed on the table 7 is 
disposed over the oil surface when the table 7 is lifted 
up, and sinks under the oil surface when the table 7 is 
lowered. The lifting apparatus 8 comprises a driving 
motor CM, a gear 10 ?xedly attached to a rotating shaft 
of the driving motor, a rack 11 engaged with the gear 10 
for being lifted and lowered, and a supporting lever 12 
coupled to an upper end of the rack 11 for supporting 
the table 7. The driving motor CM is a torque motor, 
for example. The same applies to the subsequent em 
bodiments. A detecting switch LS including a limit 
switch, for example, is provided in the lower portion of 
the rack 11, wherein the detecting switch LS is ren 
dered ON when the switch L5 is depressed by a lower 
end of the rack 11 at the lowered position of the table 7, 
as shown in FIG. 1B. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a sectional 

front elevation of the ?rst embodiment of the present 
invention. An operation panel 14 is juxtaposed with the 
door 2. The operation panel 14 is provided with a 
power source switch SW1, a start switch SSW, a ?rst 
timer knob TMNl, a second timer knob TMN2 and a 
temperature adjusting knob THN. Now an operation of 
these switches and knobs and an operation of a frying 
apparatus will be brie?y described in the following. If 
and when the power source switch SW1 is rendered 
ON in a waiting state, an electrical current is supplied to 
the heater H and the cooking oil 5 is heated up to the 
temperature set by the temperature adjusting knob 
THN and is held in the set temperature. Then, after 
placing the food on the table 7, a desired time period for 
irradiating the microwave is set by the ?rst timer knob 
TMNl and a desired time period for dipping the food 
into the cooking oil is set by the second timer knob 
TMN2. Lastly, in response to the ON of the start switch 
SSW, the table 7 is lowered and the food sinks into the 
oil, so that frying of the food is started and the food is 
irradiated by the microwave. The irradiation of the 
microwave is made only for the time period set by the 
?rst timer knob TMNI, so that the food is internally 
heated. If and when the time period set by the second 
timer knob TMN2 has passed, the table 7 is lifted and 
hence the food is taken out from the oil tank, and hence 
the food frying is completed. The above described oper~ 
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4 
ation will be described in more detail referring to FIGS. 
3 and 4. 
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing an electrical 

circuit of the ?rst embodiment of the present invention. 
FIG. 4 is a time chart showing an operation of the cir 
cuit of FIG. 3. Power source terminals T1 and T2 are 
connected to a commercial power source. A high volt 
age transformer HT is connected between the power 
source terminals T1 and T2 through the power source 
switch SW1, adoor switch SW2 and a second normally 
opened contact RC2. The magnetron M is connected to 
the high voltage transformer HT. Between a terminal 
on a non-power source side of the power source switch 
SW1 and the power source terminal T2 are connected a 
heater H through a thermal switch THS, a blower 
motor BM and the driving motor CM through a ?rst 
normally closed contact RCla are connected. A ?rst 
normally opened contact RClb, a second timer contact 
TC2 and a ?rst relay coil RLl are connected in series 
between a terminal on a non-power source side of the 
door switch SW2 and the power source terminal T2. 
The start switch SSW is connected in parallel with the 
?rst normally opened contact RClb. One terminal LSa 
of the limit switch LS is connected to a junction of the 
?rst normally opened contact RClb and the second 
timer contact TC2 and the ?rst timer motor TMl, the 
second timer motor TM2 and the second relay coil RL2 
through the ?rst timer contact TC1 are connected be 
tween the other terminal LSb of the limit switch LS and 
the power source terminal T2. The thermal switch THS 
is structured by a bimetal and the like. 

In response to turning of the power switch SW1 on, 
an electrical current is supplied to the heater H through 
the thermal switch THS. An operating point of the 
thermal switch THS is adjusted by the temperature 
adjusting knob THN, so that the temperature of the 
cooking oil 5 contained in the oil tank 4 is held in the 
temperature set by the temperature adjusting knob 
THN. Further, in response to turning of the power 
switch SW1 on, the blower motor BM for cooling the 
magnetron M is conducted and the driving motor CM is 
also conducted through the ?rst normally closed 
contact RCla. The driving motor CM raises the rack 11 
while the motor CM is conducted and, thus, the table 7 
is held at a position over the oil surface. 
With such state, the food is placed on the table 7 and 

the door 2 is closed and, thereafter the ?rst timer knob 
TMNl and the second time knob TMN2 are set to the 
respective desired values. The door switch SW2 is 
turned on when the door 2 is closed. If and when the 
?rst timer knob TMNI and the second timer knob 
TMN2 are made to be in a set state, the ?rst timer 
contact TC1 and the second timer contact TC2 are 
rendered on states, respectively. 
Then, if and when the start switch SSW is operated, 

the ?rst relay coil RLl is conducted through the start 
switch SSW and the second timer contact TC2. At that 
time, the ?rst relay coil RLl turns the ?rst normally 
closed contact RCla off and the ?rst normally opened 
contact RClb on. Since the ?rst ‘normally opened 
contact RClb is connected in parallel with the start 
switch SSW, the conduction of the ?rst relay coil RLl 
through the ?rst normally opened contact RClb is held 
even if the operation of the start switch SSW is stopped. 
If and when the ?rst normally closed contact RCla is 
turned off, the driving motor CM is de-energized so that 
the table 7 immediately starts to lower due to its own 
weight and ?nally reaches a predetermined position to 
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be lowered. With this state, the food sinks into the cook 
ing oil with high temperature and the detecting switch 
LS turns on. In response to turning on of the detecting 
switch LS, the ?rst timer motor TM] and the second 
timer motor TM2 are supplied with an electric source 
and the second relay coil RL2 is also supplied with an 
electrical power through the ?rst timer contact TC1 in 
the on state. The second relay coil RL 2 turns the sec 
ond normally opened contact RC2 on so that the power 
source is supplied to the high voltage transformer HT of 
a power source circuit for the magnetron M through 
the contact RC2, and hence the microwave is generated 
from the magnetron M. 

Accordingly, from the time when the food sinks into 
the cooking oil, frying of the food by the high tempera 
ture oil and heating by the microwave are simulta 
neously started. In addition, the ?rst timer motor TMl 
for determining the time period of microwave irradia 
tion and the second timer motor TM2 for determining 
the time period for dipping the food into the cooking oil 
are simultaneously initiated and thus the respective 
timer operations are started. Normally, the time period 
for irradiating the microwave is set shorter than that for 
dipping the food into the oil. Therefore, the time is up in 
the ?rst timer earlier than in the second timer and hence 
the ?rst timer contact TCl turns off, so that the conduc 
tion of the second relay coil RL2 is stopped and supply 
ing the microwave is stopped in response to turning off 
of the second normally opened contact RC2. Mean 
while, although the ?rst timer motor TMl continues to 
be energized, it does not affect the OFF state of the ?rst 
timer contact TCl. Thereafter, the time is up in the 
second timer and thus the second timer contact TC2 
turns off. Therefore, the conduction of the ?rst relay 
coil RL1 is stopped and hence the ?rst normally closed 
contact RCla turns on and the ?rst normally opened 
contact RClb turns off. As a result, the driving motor 
CM is immediately re-energized so that the table 7 is 
raised. Thus, the food is taken out from the oil and 
frying of the food by the cooking oil with high tempera 
ture is completed. As a result in the foregoing, a frying 
process including microwave heating is completed. 

Meanwhile, although, in the above described embodi 
ment, the microwave output from the magnetron M is 
constant, the output may be selected by means of well 
known technique. This applies to the subsequent em 
bodiments. 
As described in the foregoing, in accordance with the 

present embodiment, dipping of the food into the cook 
ing oil with high temperature within a tightly closed 
heating chamber can be made automatically for an arbi 
trary time period and also irradiation of the microwave 
can be made automatically for an arbitrary time period. 
In addition, since the timers for determining the above 
described time periods respectively are initiated after 
detecting that the food table is completely lowered, 
which means that the food is automatically dipped into 
the cooking oil with high temperature, each timer oper 
ation becomes more precise and the frying process of 
the food becomes better. 
Although the ?rst timer for setting a time period for 

supplying the microwave to the heating chamber 1 and 
the second timer for setting a time period for dipping 
the table 7 into the oil are simultaneously initiated in 
response to the detecting switch LS in the above de 
scribed ?rst embodiment of the present invention, the 
second timer for setting the time period for dipping the 
table 7 into the oil may be initiated in response to the 
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6 
time-up of the ?rst timer for setting the time period for 
supplying the microwave. If so structured, a timer hav 
ing a shorter time period can be used as the second 
timer. Such embodiment will be described as the second 
embodiment in the following, referring to the drawings. 
However, in the following we will mainly describe 

different points from the ?rst embodiment. 
Since the internal structure of the second embodi 

ment is the same as that in the above described ?rst 
embodiment, refer to FIG. 1. 
The front structure of the second embodiment is 

almost the same as the above described front structure 
of the ?rst embodiment and hence, refer to FIG. 2. 
However, the brief operation of the ?rst embodiment 
using FIG. 2 is different, in the following respect, from 
a brief operation of the second embodiment. That is, a 
desired time period for irradiating the microwave is set 
by the ?rst timer knob TMNl and a desired time period 
for dipping the food into the oil is set by the second 
timer knob TMN2. As a result, the microwave is irradi 
ated only for the time period set by the ?rst timer knob 
TMNl and, after the timer period set by the second 
timer knob TMN2 has passed after completion of the 
microwave irradiation, the table 7 is raised and the food 
goes away from the oil surface and then the frying of 
the food is completed. 
FIG. 5 is a circuit diagram showing an electrical 

circuit of the second embodiment of the present inven 
tion. FIG. 6 is a time chart showing an operation of the 
circuit of FIG. 5. We will mainly describe the points 
different from FIGS. 3 and 4. Between the other termi 
nal LSb of the detecting switch LS and the power 
source terminal T2 are connected a ?rst timer motor 
TMl, a second timer motor TM2 through a ?rst nor 
mally closed contact TClb for a timer and a second 
relay coil RL2 through a ?rst normally opened contact 
TCla for the timer. In response to setting of the ?rst 
timer knob TMNl, the ?rst normally opened contact 
TCla turns on and the ?rst normally closed contact 
TClb turns off. As similar to the foregoing, the second 
timer contact TC2 turns on in response to setting of the 
second timer knob TMN2. 
As the same as the above ?rst embodiment, if and 

when the table 7 reaches a predetermined position to be 
lowered, the food sinks into the cooking oil with high 
temperature and the detecting switch LS turns on. As a 
result, an electric power is applied to the ?rst timer 
motor TMl through the ?rst normally opened contact 
RCla in an ON state, and is also applied to the second 
relay coil RL2 through the ?rst normally closed contact 
TClb in an ON state. The second relay coil RL2 turns 
the second normally opened contact RC2 on, so that an 
electric power is supplied to the high voltage trans 
former HT in a power source circuit for the magnetron 
M and hence the microwave is generated from the mag 
netron M. Accordingly, from the time when the food 
sinks into the oil, the frying of the food by the oil with 
high temperature and heating by the microwave are 
simultaneously initiated and the ?rst timer motor TMl 
for determining the time period for irradiating the mi 
crowave is driven and the timer operation thereof is 
started. 

If and when the ?rst normally opened contact TCla 
turns off and the ?rst normally closed contact TClb 
turns on in response to the time-up of the ?rst timer, 
supplying a power to the second relay coil RL2 is 
stopped and hence supplying the microwave is also 
stopped, and at the same time, the second timer motor 
















